The disconnecting of circuit breakers to overload and short-circuit current is made using an electromagnetic and thermal breaking devices. Each type of circuit breaker, which it rates current, has a sensor-actuator system for protection. In this order, we have a lot of variants for sensor-actuator systems. The paper reports a possibility to eliminate this inconvenient. In this order, we propose a sensor actuator system with orthogonal magnetic field, which may be applied for all type of circuit breakers. The principle of proposed system consists of minimal voltage breaking systems with orthogonal magnetization. The practical solution of proposed method consists of experimental sensor-actuator system and it is under romanian patent.
Introduction:
Low Voltage (LV) automatic circuit breakers are switchgears with or without contacts, having nominal voltages till 1000 V in AC and till 1200 V in DC, capable to establish, to maintain and to breaking normal and short circuit currents. In additional with switching function, LV automatic circuit breakers ensure the protection of the installation where are placed, in this purpose being equipped with releasers sensitive at overcurrents, at diminution of supply voltage etc. Figure 1 shows the component elements of a LV automatic circuit breakers of disjunctor type: 1-terminals, 2-magnetic blow, 3-auxiliary contacts, 4-main contacts, 5-maximal current releasers, 6-minimal voltage releaser, 7-electromagnet, 8-operating mechanism, 9-handle operating, 10-lock. LV automatic circuit breakers are designed with maximal current releasers which realises the installation protection at overload and short-circuit currents. From this point of view it is interesting to know the time-current protection characteristic, curve that establish, for specified operating conditions, the dependence between the operating time, t a , of the circuit breaker al symmetrical presumed current (RMS). This characteristic is adjustable, its shape being presented in Figure (1 The orthogonal magnetising controlled reactor (CROMAG), working based on the "Procopiu effect", is an electrical apparatus that has the iron core actuating in two or more across magnetic fields, produced by windings or other magneto motive force sources (permanent magnets), perpendicularly placed.
Proceedings of the 6 th ICEENG Conference, 27-29 May, 2008 EE106 -3 Generally (Figure 2a ), on one of the two orthogonal directions of magnetisation operate the main magnetic field, H and on other, the controlling magnetic field, c H [9] . With this end in view, the core of a CROMAG has a special form, cylinder or cylinder envelope, for example. As shown in Figure 2b , the CROMAG consists of three main parts: 1-the cylindrical magnetic core, 2-the coil winding, 3-the control winding. The CROMAG has some interesting applications in the domain of linear and non-linear electromagnetic driving devices, power systems [4] [12] . A recent application has in view the using of the CROMAG in the construction of the network filters, associated to the HDVC installations, [7] . If the CROMAG operates at high voltage, between the excitation and the control voltages is necessary to introduces an electro-insulation device, 4, Figure (2c ). In the most general case, the CROMAG has the characteristics of the non-linear and parametric coil. Used as an inductive element in the oscillating circuits, the CROMAG leads to the install, in forced state, of some phenomena of the non-linear multiple resonance. 
Sensor-actuator with CROMAG:
All categories of electromagnets can be equipped, in principle, with a local orthogonal magnetised control, some of them allowing the magnetisation of the entire volume. Figure 4a presents an electromagnet of clack type, where the magnetic flux of excitation is made by the winding 1, while the magnetic flux of control by the winding 2. The orthogonal control can be modelled with a reluctance in the scheme of magnetic circuit, which controls the actuator operating.
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Figure (5): Electrical scheme of a LV automatic circuit breakers: a-with conventional uVR; b-with uVR orthogonal controlled
The releaser is of uVR type (of minimum voltage) and operates orthogonal controlled through a magnetic field, generated by a rectified currents system (Figure 5b) . The under voltage releaser uVR is an electromagnet of clack type with economiser resistance, which includes (Figure 5b ) a magnetic circuit with three coils (b 1 , b 2 , b 3 ) or is realised from three magnetic circuits, one for each coil, how it can see in Figure 5b . Coils supply b 1 ,...b 3 it realises from current transformers TC 1 ,...TC 3 , connected on each phase in part, with rectified current of a diode and an adjustable delay element, for example, a non-linear resistance of varistor type.
Proceedings of the 6 th ICEENG Conference, 27-29 May, 2008 EE106 -6 uVR releaser controls the circuit breaker interruption at variation of supply voltage operating in given conditions as under voltage releaser and also, at overcurrents, operating with orthogonal control. In this sense, rotating the magnetisation characteristic B(H) in the sense of decreasing of magnetic permeability, Figure (3b) , it obtains the decreasing of active force developed by the electromagnet, till the determination of circuit breaker interruption. Figure 5a shows the electrical scheme of a usually circuit breaker equipped with conventional under voltage releaser uVR and with thermal releasers TR, and electromagnetic releasers ER, for overcurrents protection; in Figure 5b is given the circuit breaker equipped with uVR releaser orthogonal controlled. The breaking can be realised with adjustable delay that can be made depending by the fault seriousness. The secondary windings of the current transformers can supply the coils of orthogonal control independently or in star-star scheme.
Conclusions:
The authors propose a sensor actuator system, controlled by orthogonal magnetic field, which may be applied for all type of circuit breakers. The principle of proposed system consists of minimal voltage breaking systems with orthogonal magnetization. The paper presents the control's principles of an electromagnetic device through orthogonal magnetisation (CROMAG) and it analysis the behaviour of a sensor-actuator to realises the protection function at the LV circuit breaker.
